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Understanding the factors that influence the financial 

performance of any enterprise is an important business 

planning step, and the development of tools to facili-

tate financial planning is one important role of agricul-

tural Extension and University partners.  These tools 

are especially useful in periods of significant change, 

financial stress or volatile market dynamics. 

 

In response to the financial stress facing Colorado dair-

ies in 2009, resulting from low milk prices and high 

feed costs, the following tool was created to aid pro-

ducers in evaluating their financial position.  Hopefully 

this benchmarking tool and its companion fact sheet 

can be used to assist in managerial decision making 

directly by producers or in cooperation with technical 

assistance partners who interact with dairy enterprises. 

Given the volatility of milk prices, it becomes more 

critical for each dairy to make decisions based on a 

thorough understanding of how adverse conditions  

affect the performance of their operation, especially 

when they are external and less controllable for man-

agers.  Frequent and updated financial analysis of a 

dairy operation is key to success and the tool intro-

duced in this fact sheet is intended to assist in this   

endeavor. 

 

The Benchmarking Tool 

 

The Excel tool introduced here consists of a couple 

components to assist in planning and comparison.  

First, there is an enterprise budget producers can com-

plete followed by a series of results sheet with the 

dairy’s financial situation broken down by components 

related to different managerial functions of the dairy.  

For example, the tool also determines the breakeven 

price of milk for future market planning.  For financial 

planning, the debt-carrying capacity is calculated per 

cow and per cow per day.  Drawing from balance sheet 

and income statement information entered by produc-

ers, the tool automatically calculates important finan-

cial ratios and compares them to industry standards.  

This tool is designed to help dairies make decisions 

based on their current financial position, however it 

has limitations and should be used in conjunction with 

other tools and business planning resources. 
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General Instructions 

 

There are a few properties of the Excel tool that are 

important to introduce in order to navigate this        

resource effectively.  First, in order to access different 

elements of the tool, the user should click on the tabs 

at the bottom of the screen.  The way this tool is organ-

ized is that the user is expected to start with the tabs on 

the left-hand side (where most data about the enter- 

 

prise will be entered), and then move right through 

tabs to view the results from entered data.  It is impor-

tant to note that not all sheets require input, but       

instead, these sheets will integrate the enterprise’s   

information and develop comparisons to an “average” 

operation.  To be specific, the manager is asked to type 

their dairy’s information in the yellow highlighted 

cells, but all other cells are locked and should not be 

changed. 
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Enterprise Budget 

 

The enterprise budgeting sheet is the first step in the 

dairy’s financial analysis and requires the most input 

from the producer.  The manager is asked to enter their 

dairy’s data in each yellow cell. As is typical for most 

budgets, the items are grouped by returns and costs 

which are then broken down into more detailed catego-

ries.  Items are labeled on the left of the cell, with more 

detailed instructions of where to find each figure to the 

right.  Every dairy may not collect data on every item 

listed and missing items may be left blank, such as  

depreciation or “other” categories.  The goal is to pro-

vide the most detailed picture of the dairy’s revenues 

and expenses but a lack of data should not discourage 

producers from making as complete a financial picture 

as is possible. 

 

Enterprise Budget: Calculations and Results 

 

For the next step in financial planning, the manager 

can move to the next sheet (by clicking the results tab).  

This sheet uses the information entered in the Enter-

prise Budget sheet to provide further analysis of the 

dairy.  Revenues and expenses are estimated on an an-

nual, per cow, per cow per year, per cow per day and 

per hundredweight basis using the data entered by the 

manager.  Each category of revenues is shown as a 

percent of gross returns, and similarly, various        

expenses are shown as a percent of total expenses. This 

information will be helpful in gaining more detailed 

understanding of the relationship between the produc-

tion efficiency and financial position of the dairy. 

 

Note that no data entry is required for this sheet as it is 

linked to the enterprise budget.  For an example of how 

these calculations are made, let’s look at the milk sales 

per cow per year presented in cell G6 below.  The for-

mula bar shows how that estimate is derived: Enter-

prise Budget cell C13 (milk sales for year) was divided 

by Enterprise Budget cell C44 (ending cow numbers).  

To illustrate the results in another way, pie charts are 

created on the right side of the screen to help the user 

visualize the product costs of their operation. 
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For greater ease of comparison with other dairies, the 

revenues/expenses/profit per cow along with the break-

even price of milk are calculated both WITH and 

WITHOUT depreciation.  The analysis that includes 

depreciation will give a more accurate assessment of 

the individual dairy while the analysis excluding     

depreciation will be more useful as a comparative 

analysis to the industry. 

 

This tool can also be used to forecast how potential 

changes to an operation would affect its financial posi-

tion.  For example, purchased versus raised feed costs 

could be adjust to see how this would affect the bottom 

line. 

 

Debt Capacity 

 

Another important financial planning tool for manag-

ers is the capacity to grow, refinance or restructure 

their current debt obligations.  Advancing to the right 

and clicking the next tab (Debt Capacity), the user will  

 

be asked to share their annual income from non-dairy 

sources, the only input needed on this sheet.   All other 

information from this tool’s cells is linked to the origi-

nal Enterprise Budget.  This sheet helps determine the 

maximum amount a producer can afford to finance for 

each cow based on current operational costs and      

returns. 

 

Financial Statements 

 

The next set of figures that are estimated for your    

operation, using information already provided in the 

initial sheet, are the financial statements (accessed by 

clicking the next Excel tab to the right).  These state-

ments use updated balance sheet and income statement 

to calculate financial ratios that serve as indicators of 

financial health for a dairy (discussed more in the next 

section of this fact sheet).  For those dairies that use 

different balance sheet classifications, intermediate 

assets and liabilities should be included in the non-

current assets/liabilities cells. 
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Financial Ratios 

 

Financial ratios make up the final element and sheet 

within the Benchmarking tool workbook.  Using data  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

entered in other areas of the workbook, this sheet auto-

matically calculates financial ratios from for the indi-

vidual dairy. 
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Current ratio measures liquidity = current liabilities/

current assets 

Resilient greater than 1.5 

Caution 1.0 - 1.5 

Risk  less than 1.0 

 

Owner’s Equity = owners equity/total liabilities and 

owner’s equity 

 

Total Debt per Cow – from debt capacity sheet 

 

Property Debt Coverage = net operating income/

interest payments 

 

Debt to assets ratio is a solvency measure  that = total 

liabilities/total assets 

Resilient less than 0.35 

Caution 0.35 to 0.50 

Risk  greater than 0.50 

 

DuPont analysis uses earnings on sales, asset turnover, 

basic earning power to calculate ROE or return on  

equity which is a measure of profitability.  This analy-

sis tool can also be used to forecast the financial     

 

impact of proposed operational changes (i.e. will ROE 

increase more with a 10% increase in revenues or a 

10% decrease in expenses?). 

 

Earnings on sales shows financial efficiency as it 

measures how much is retained for every dollar of 

sales earned. Earnings on sales = net income/sales 

 

Asset turnover ratio measures asset efficiency.  For 

every dollar in assets, it shows how much revenue a 

firm generates. Asset turnover ratio = gross revenue/

assets 

Resilient greater than 0.25 

Caution 0.10 to 0.25 

Risk less than 0.10 

 

Basic earning power measures operational efficiency. 

Basic earning power = net income/assets 

 

Return on equity is the return on equity capital invested 

in the firm. Return on equity = basic earning power * 

( total liabilities an owner’s equity / owner’s equity) 

Resilient greater than 15 percent 

Caution 5 to 15 percent 

Risk less than 5 percent 

 

Currently CSU is collecting data from Colorado dair-

ies.  This data can be used as a benchmark when com-

paring a specific dairy operation to others in the state.  

The benchmarking (comparison to other dairies) has 

limitations due to a currently small number of bench-

mark dairies. When this becomes available, the tool 

will be updated. 

 

This tool is evolving as more data is collected.  We 

welcome questions, comments or suggestions that will 

aid in the continued development of this tool.  Contact 

the Colorado State University Department of Agricul-

tural and Resource Economics, Colorado State Univer-

sity, Fort Collins. 

 

Contact person is Norm Dalsted PhD at 970-491-5627 

or norman.dalsted@colostate.edu. 
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